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Figure 1: Rapsai empowers machine learning (ML) researchers and practitioners to rapidly build and iterate on real-time ML
applications ingesting multimedia data with a visual programming interface. (a-b) users can build new multimedia pipelines
by connecting input, effect, models, and output nodes within a node-graph editor; (c) users can interactively evaluate the
generality ofMLmodels with (c1) interactive data augmentation, and (c2) qualitative comparison to understand the differences
and trade-offs between multiple models. (d) users can change settings of a specific node, e.g., labels of image comparison.

ABSTRACT
In recent years, there has been a proliferation of multimedia appli-
cations that leverage machine learning (ML) for interactive expe-
riences. Prototyping ML-based applications is, however, still chal-
lenging, given complex workflows that are not ideal for design
and experimentation. To better understand these challenges, we
conducted a formative study with seven ML practitioners to gather
insights about common ML evaluation workflows.
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The study helped us derive six design goals, which informed
Rapsai1, a visual programming platform for rapid and iterative de-
velopment of end-to-end ML-based multimedia applications. Rapsai
features a node-graph editor to facilitate interactive characteriza-
tion and visualization of MLmodel performance. Rapsai streamlines
end-to-end prototyping with interactive data augmentation and
model comparison capabilities in its no-coding environment. Our
evaluation of Rapsai in four real-world case studies (N=15) sug-
gests that practitioners can accelerate their workflow, make more
informed decisions, analyze strengths and weaknesses, and holisti-
cally evaluate model behavior with real-world input.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Visual analytics; Machine learn-
ing; • Software and its engineering → Visual languages.

1Rapsai is an abbreviation for Rapid Application Prototyping System for AI
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in deep learning [26, 30–32, 40, 50, 52, 58, 74] have
enabled the use of a plethora of on-device machine learning (ML)
models for real-time multimedia applications. Examples include
people segmentation for film production and video conferences [29,
43], depth estimation for 3D reconstruction [22, 33, 85], hand and
body tracking for interaction [5, 84], and audio denoising for remote
communication [13, 48].

Rapid prototyping and evaluation of ML has gained recent at-
tention in natural language research. Examples include prompt-
based [35, 79, 80] and sketch-based [11] prototyping with large lan-
guage models, visual analytic systems for comparing language clas-
sification [47], and image classification models [21, 62]. Practition-
ers are also increasingly leveraging commercial platforms [8, 78]
to deploy and try out cloud-based ML models.

In contrast to language models, development of multimedia ap-
plications pose unique challenges, often requiring special-purpose
models, with a variety of options to solve problems such as face,
body, and hand pose estimation, as well as scene or depth under-
standing [41]. Perception models that are designed for low-latency,
real-time multimedia applications tend to have large variations in
input and output possibilities, which makes both visualization and
prototyping difficult to generalize.

Given high complexity, the development of high-performance,
real-time multimedia prototypes typically requires coordination of
a cross-functional team of ML practitioners, such as ML researchers,
engineers, designers, and UX researchers. Their collaboration is par-
ticularly critical when fine-tuning and evaluating model robustness,
characterizing strengths and weaknesses, and inspecting perfor-
mance in the context of the usage scenario. Iterative development
is further complicated by the need to integrate updated models into
applications before they can be evaluated.

To better understand this space, we conducted a formative study
with seven computer vision researchers, audio ML researchers, and
engineers. We gained key insights from their current workflow of
model development, evaluation, and deployment: (1) quantitative
analysis on training and testing datasets is not sufficient to compare
amodel’s real-world performance to prior art; (2) model deployment
is often hindered by corner cases reported by users in the testing
phase; (3) building an efficient end-to-end GPU pipeline with other
perception models is often beyond the skills of most ML researchers
and engineers.

The formative study allowed us to derive six design goals, which
informed the development of Rapsai. Rapsai is a visual program-
ming platform (Fig. 1) that streamlines the iterative development
of perception pipelines through a node-graph editor interface. It
enables users to interactively gain insights into model behavior and
assess trade-offs through data augmentation modules that acceler-
ate the systematic comparison of different deep learning models.

We evaluate Rapsai with 15 ML practitioners in four real-world
case studies — portrait depth, scene depth, portrait matting, and
audio denoising. Our results show that Rapsai has the potential to
improve how ML practitioners evaluate model effectiveness, assess
strengths and weaknesses, holistically evaluate behavior, and create
end-to-end multimedia applications.

Contributions
Our contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) Six design goals for iterative prototyping with perception
models, derived from a formative user study (N=7).

(2) System design and implementation of Rapsai, a visual pro-
gramming platformwith interactive data augmentation,model
comparison in a node-graph editor, cross-device input/output,
and direct deployment of GPU-accelerated deep learning
pipelines.

(3) Four case studies with 15 ML researchers and engineers that
show the potential of Rapsai to improve rapid prototyping
with on-device models.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is inspired by prior art in visual programming and visual
analytics for machine learning models, as well as existing systems
for ML experimentation and evaluation.

2.1 Visual Analytics of ML Models
Tools for visual analytics are widely used in model evaluation and
debugging. They help researchers gain insights faster, find direc-
tions to improve in model architecture, and facilitate comparison
and selection of better models. We reviewed the most relevant sys-
tems for the model evaluation and debugging task and summarized
their features in Appendix Table 1. We further discuss key exam-
ples and refer readers to the survey by Hohman et al. [28] for a
comprehensive review.

Aggregated vs. Instance-based visualization. Aggregated vi-
sualization provides quantitative metrics over a batch of data, while
instance-based visualization provides qualitative details for individ-
ual examples, thus uncovering nuances in model quality for corner
cases among different models. Such tools play a vital role in many
ML tasks, such as visual saliency [12], matting [49], superresolu-
tion [76], colorization [2], where subjective scoring is important
and ground truth is often absent, or in tasks evaluating model ro-
bustness by input perturbation [18]. For example, Ribeiro et al. [54]
designed LIME, a system that visualizes per-class masks of the clas-
sifier results overlaid on the input images. They showed that even
users without ML experience can gain insights. Hohman et al. [28]
emphasizes the importance of visual analytics to support model
users (application developers, designers, etc.) who may have lim-
ited ML experience with selecting and experimenting with models.
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More work is needed in the instance-based visualization area so that
we can see more successful cases like LIME. However, visualizing
multimedia (image and sound) results is not an easy task. The most
recent survey on visual analytics techniques forML [83] highlighted
that most research focuses on textual or tabular data, whereas few
works study multimedia. We observe two main challenges. First,
while LIME successfully showed one type of visualization, there
can be many different types of visualizations for multimedia results.
We therefore need a set of visualizations to cover different result
types in image and sound research. Second, visualizing multimedia
results requires domain expertise in graphics and/or audio. Past
research [44, 51] point out that multimedia systems often require
GPU-based rendering for the systems to be usable in near real-time,
since CPU performance can be a bottleneck. We developed Rapsai
to be flexible and extensible, allowing for the addition of various
visualizations for different perception models and use cases. Addi-
tionally, Rapsai addresses the latency issue by providing real-time,
GPU-based rendering capabilities.

Comparison of model quality. Model comparison provides
insights into differences in model performance. Comparisons can
be made at either the aggregated level or instance-based level.
Comparison tools operating at the aggregated result level mainly
support the comparison of different metrics. In the language do-
main, Murugesan et al. [47] proposed DeepCompare for interactive
model comparison using aggregated visualizations like histograms,
treemaps of results, and heatmaps of the neuron weights. Johnson
et al.[36] designed NJM-Vis, a system comparing sentiment mod-
els by listing positive and negative sentences containing relevant
keywords. Both model developers and model users can develop
insights into which model performs better. In the image domain,
Spinner et al. [62] designed ExplAIner, a plugin for TensorBoard for
visualizing the saliency map besides the input image, with positive
and negative examples laid out in a row. All these prior works rely
on known ground truth. However, we highlight that instance-based
visual comparison can be even more important for research areas
without ground truth, such as generative modeling [55], because
they rely on manual evaluation by human evaluators [7]. One such
example is the VASS system by He et al. [27], which is specifically
designed for semantic segmentation models and can visualize col-
ored masks for different scene objects. Users found the ability to
compare the visualized results “the most insightful part of the tool”.

Existing visual analytics tools demonstrated that instance-based
visualization can provide insights for ML practitioners, but few
works explored how it helped users for models without ground
truth. We study researchers’ practice of how they gain insights
from comparing generative model results. Our study includes four
different models for images and sounds to be representative of
diverse application domains.

2.2 Pipeline vs.model interpretability
Existing visual ML analytics tools often focus solely on the model
in isolation, with less attention to end-to-end evaluation and debug-
ging. This approach can be a major hurdle when integrating models
into applications, particularly in multimedia applications where
end-to-end pipelines may include rendering operations (e.g., crop,
resize, slice, etc.) and more than one model. Focusing on the model

in isolation may also not provide adequate insights into how it will
perform with other models, as errors in pre- and post-processing
operations and upstream models can impact the final output.

In Rapsai, we examine how model developers and model users
gain insights from ML pipelines. We review some popular systems
for this purpose. MediaPipe [44] is an efficient framework for build-
ing real-time perception pipelines, where each computing unit (e.g.,
an ML model, tensor operations, or rendering pass) is represented
as a node in a MediaPipe graph. Colab [23] is a web-based interac-
tive computing system, adapted from Jupyter Notebook [39] and
integrated with cloud-based computation resources. HuggingFace
Spaces [78] is a model playground that facilitates experimentation
and interaction. It enables researchers to write preprocessing logic
in Python, including the user interface, and to run models using a
Colab-like infrastructure. It allows for the creation, sharing, and
execution of ML pipelines.

In this work, we study how the existing multimedia systems
reviewed in this subsection are used. Previous research on explain-
able AI [19] has largely focused on model interpretability, but we
argue that the field should also consider pipeline interpretability.
The insights from our study informed the Rapsai tool’s design to
address pipeline interpretability challenges. Our Rapsai evaluation
demonstrates its effectiveness in helping model developers and
model users gain insights into how models work in end-to-end
pipelines.

2.3 Visual Programming of Machine Learning
and Graphics Applications

Rapsai leverages visual programming to support complex pipeline
authoring. The concept of visual programming and node-graph
editors dates back to 1960s, where it was referred to as “a pictorial
program” and “man-machine communications” [64]. It has proved
to be useful in helping domain-specific experts complete specific
difficult programming tasks, such as process control program for
oil refinement or circuit design [37, 53]. Even today, these concepts
are widely applied in computer-aided design (Blender [6], Maya [4],
3DS Max [3]), game engines (Unity [72]), AR/VR applications (Snap
Lens Studio [60], TikTok Effect House [70]), programming learning
platforms (Scratch [57]), and data pipeline systems [1].

In the machine learning domain, emerging visual programming
systems have significantly empowered application development
on many fronts. In natural language research, several works have
explored interactive prompt-based prototyping [35, 79, 80] to help
model users design with large language models. Each prompt step
is visualized as a node and prompts are chained as a connected
graph of nodes to represent a custom tailored application of a
language model. Wu et al. [79] showed how PromptChainer can
help model users build language pipelines. Further, Wu et al. [80]
showed that by explicitly visualizing steps and their flow as oppose
to treating the model as a black box, users found the model to
be more transparent, debuggable and designable. In multimedia
research, tools like Fiebrink’s Wekinator [17] help composers and
performers use ML in creative practice, and Katan et al. [65] use
interactive machine learning to engage people with disabilities
in musical interface development. Diaz et al. [14] use interactive
machine learning for game development. Carney et al. [9] show
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how the web-based Teachable Machine can help educators and
students learn machine learning classification and train models
with intuitive visual tools. Users in 201 countries have created over
125,000 classification models with Teachable Machine.

Few academic works address image or audio pipeline prototyp-
ing with ML models. There are commercial graphics platforms that
provide some convenient features to build image pipelines, espe-
cially for the non-ML components. Shader Graph in Unity [71]
provides an intuitive way to fine-tune shader programs, whereas
xNode [73] offers developers a general-purpose node-graph frame-
work, and Snap Lens Studio [60] provides augmented reality (AR)
developers a node-based scripting system for AR effects.

In contrast to prior art, Rapsai is uniquely designed for support-
ing image and audio pipeline prototyping for ML practitioners,
including bothmodel developers andmodel users, like engineers, UX
researchers, and prototype creators. Built on top of prior state-of-
the-art work and informed by our findings of how practitioners
use pipelines for experimentation and prototyping, Rapsai was de-
signed as a holistic solution for prototyping end-to-end image and
audio applications. Through Rapsai, we study whether visual pro-
gramming tools can help practitioners build pipelines and gather
insights into new ideas to improve the ML models in their applica-
tion contexts.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY AND FINDINGS
To unveil use cases and challenges for a rapid prototyping system for
multimedia ML applications, we conducted a formative study using
semi-structured interviews with a preliminary mock-up (Fig. 2) of
the system. The key process and findings of this study are presented
here, with detailed protocol available in the appendix.

3.1 Formative Study with Semi-structured
Interviews and Mock-up

We recruited seven deep learning practitioners (31–41 years old,
𝑥 = 34, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.9) via group email invitations at our institution.
The participants, labeled I1–I7, were not familiar with Rapsai and
were not involved in this project previously. The individual semi-
structured interviews took place remotely via Google Meet and
lasted 45-60 minutes. Each interview consisted of three stages: a
background survey, an ML process interview, and a discussion of
our mock-up.

Background Interview. In the first phase (10 minutes), the
interviewer asked demographic questions, followed by questions
about the participants’ professional experiences of training and
evaluating neural networks, as well as building multimedia appli-
cations. All of our participants reported at least six years of ML
experiences (6–12 years, 𝑥 = 9, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.2) with image and/or audio
data. All of the participants are ML researchers or engineers who
self-reported a familiarity with deep learning ranging from 6 − 7
on a 7-point Likert scale [42].

ML process interview. In the second phase (20 minutes), the
interviewer asked the participants about the general procedure of
their ML debugging and prototyping process, the challenges they
have encountered when tuning deep learning models and shipping
models to products, and the tools they have used to accelerate their

Figure 2: Mock-up interface used in the formative study.

evaluation of neural networks. The participants were also asked
about what they liked and disliked of their current tools.

Discussion of an Envisioned System. We next presented a
mock-up figure (Fig. 2) of our envisioned system to the participants.
We asked about their first impressions, their preferred features
in the mock-up, what features they would like to add, and any
suggestions to improve the system design.

3.2 Tasks and Challenges
Three researchers organized participants’ responses with the affin-
ity diagram approach. Across application areas and model types,
the participants described three main tasks (T1–T3) and six chal-
lenges (C1–C6) in their ML workflow when iterating from model
development to multimedia applications.

T1. Examine models’ robustness and understand error patterns. Ro-
bustness is a vital criteria for model launch in production. A model
needs to perform well not just on training and testing data, but also
on real data in the target application. During the training phase, ML
researchers usually perform extensive data augmentation on the
training sets to improve robustness. Data augmentation can gen-
erate new and diverse examples by translating, cropping, rotating,
shearing of images, or adding noise, adjusting pitch or sampling
rate of audio. However, during the model evaluation phase, the ac-
tual data collected from users and in-the-wild sources often reveal
unforeseen issues. Researchers need to examine these issues, get
insights into which direction to improve the model, then retrain the
model. We summarize two real-world challenges that researchers
encountered in this model evaluation process:
C1. Lack of data processing for input in-the-wild. Collect-

ing and preparing data in-the-wild is an essential step in the
model evaluation phase. However, it is not trivial to process
data for input in-the-wild due to (i) irregular formats, (ii)
additional coding, and (iii) requirement of external devices.
Firstly, inputs from the wild seldom match the requirement
of an ML model. For example, a video input from the we-
bcam may have a different aspect ratio or resolution than
the required tensor shape of a model (I1–I4); a microphone
recording needs to be converted to a fixed sampling rate as a
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tensor input (I5–I6). The complexity of processing all kinds
of input formats yield longer cycles between finding failure
cases and fine-tuning new models. I4 requested that a “new
tool should minimize efforts in coding”. Thirdly, participants
need to find data from external devices that can reflect the
real use cases, such as video or image taken from a front-
facing camera on mobile devices (I5–I6), or audio taken from
a new microphone (I7).

C2. Lack of interactive data and model tuning. Being able
to change data and model, as well as interact with the re-
sults during the model evaluation phase, is crucial in help-
ing researchers identify directions to improve their models.
However, it is not easy to achieve this with the current tools,
and some researchers resorted to developing their own tools
for this purpose. For example, I2, I4, and I6 rely on custom-
programmed pipelines to adjust brightness and contrast, and
for adding noise when evaluating models on real data: “mod-
els can be affected by over-fitting, so need to test with a large
variety of image augmentations” (I2). Many participants com-
mented on the limitation of existing tools: “TensorBoard is
limited, <you> can’t change the scale of the color map or inter-
act with the point cloud.” (I7), “3D data is hard to visualize...
metrics may not have great instructional meaning for depth
data”. “I need to verify if <my model> works under different
lighting conditions” (I4).

T2. Qualitatively compare model performance. Quantitative metrics
play crucial roles in some domains like image and sound classifi-
cation. In other fields, such as depth estimation, image generation,
and sound denoising, ML practitioners rely on qualitative examples
to gain insights and thus desire direct comparison by examples to
evaluate model performance.
C3. Loss of application context.Metrics of a sole model lacks

the application context from the larger pipeline and are not
always reliable for specific domains such as depth estimation.
For example, two depth predictors with very similar IMAE2
or IRMSE3 scores may result in different behaviors on data
in-the-wild: “Metric doesn’t help <in my depth models>, it’s
always good for all the models, so it’s no use. They need hu-
man eyes to evaluate.” (I6) “Loss cannot give you the insights
you want, need human reviewers to do quality checks.” (I3)
In other examples, two depth estimation models with differ-
ent metrics may result in comparable results for end-user
applications, such as interacting with a 3D model, since ani-
mating a mesh does not require perfect depth maps. Hence,
stakeholders may select the faster model for deployment.

C4. Lack of direct comparison and sharing. For image-to-
image and sound-to-sound models, our participants often
want to isolate bad examples of a specific error pattern to
discuss with stakeholders, or share an extended challenge
set for human annotators to label. They desired tools to
allow side-by-side model comparison in varying conditions
based on different sources of input, data augmentation, and
visualization techniques. In addition, our participants wanted

2IMAE: the mean absolute error of the inverse depth
3IRMSE: root mean squared error of the inverse depth

to be able to easily share the challenge set and results with
collaborators.

T3. Frequently integrate models into applications. Integrating models
into applications is often a long and tedious process. ML practi-
tioners need to adapt their models to the application pipelines (e.g.,
adjusting input/output resolution, reducing model size, and adding
training sets), trade off between overall accuracy and latency, and
collect real-world user feedback. They face two major challenges:
slow iterations and insufficient controllability of a built pipeline.
C5. Slow iterations. Integrating models into applications often

requires a different skill set than an ML researcher has, in-
cluding front-end programming (e.g., using Java, Swift, or
JavaScript) and graphics interloping (e.g., using OpenGL or
WebGL). I6 explained why a prototyping platform is pre-
ferred: “Test in production app is difficult and time-consuming.
Last time, it took months to integrate into Google Photos.”. I2
commented: “A lot of time goes into visualization of challenge
sets, benchmarking, and metrics. Usually takes weeks. ” Worse
still, different ML pipelines are built from scratch for differ-
ent models though they share similar input, processing, and
output: “There’s no general solution <so far>, there’s different
input and output for different models, <I> spent a lot of time
in building demos.” (I2). Adapting an unfamiliar model into
an existing pipeline is also a hard task: “You have to build
pipeline, and the question is how you adapt those models into
your pipeline.” (I7). Nevertheless, the participants needed to
re-compile the end-user application with new models and
deploy their model on device (e.g., Android phones), which
can take 10–30 minutes every time the model changes (I4).

C6. Insufficient controllability. Our participants wanted to
examine individual components and intermediate results in
a pipeline to understand where the errors come from and the
bottleneck is: “We need to integrate the model with other mod-
ules — (to evaluate) can we improve the higher-level model?”
(I7) For researchers who do not build applications by them-
selves, it often requires detailed communication between
teams to figure out where the bug occurred: “There is often
miscommunication between the production team and ours.”
(I1)

3.3 Discussion of the Envisioned System
The idea of a visual programming interface for multimedia appli-
cations with ML models captivated all participants. I4 commented:
“Good! It’s flexible. You have the option to modify the graph live.” I1
remarked: “It’s useful to exchange results across researchers and devel-
opers.” Meanwhile, participants posed forward-looking questions:
“How easy will it be to customize the pipeline for our models?” (I5)
“How can you make sure the inputs and outputs are valid for a node?”
(I7) “Can we output several models with different quantization and
compare?” (I4)

Finally, participants provided various enhancement suggestions
for the proposed system: “Would be nice to have a video sequence as
input and quickly spot low-performant frames.” (I1) “For the visualiza-
tions, flexibility would be good, like hiding some images, annotating
images.” (I5) “It will be helpful to have available data to play with.”
(I7) “It would be nice to magnify pixels and examine at the pixel level.”
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(I2). We incorporate the relevant suggestions into design goals in
the following section.

4 DESIGN GOALS
Informed by the formative studies, we conducted three brainstorm-
ing sessions with 12 participants, including researchers, engineers,
and designers who have worked on ML-related projects, four of
which participated in the formative study. Our intention was to
elicit design goals for Rapsai through an understanding of their
pain points:

G1. Provide a visual programming platform for rapidly
building ML prototypes (C3, C5). Most ML researchers
do not have the bandwidth nor capabilities (most researchers
train models in Python) to write end-to-end prototypes,
which typically requires a wide range of knowledge in the
application domain, e.g., Java for Android, Swift for iOS, and
JavaScript for the web. They often prefer to refrain from ad-
ditional coding jobs when building end-to-end prototypes or
pipelines. Therefore, it might be beneficial to provide users
with a visual programming tool so that they can rapidly build
ML applications.

G2. Support real-time multimedia user input in-the-wild
(C1, C5). Getting early-stage user adoption and feedback
plays a crucial role between model development and end-
user applications. However, users’ webcam input, micro-
phone recordings and uploaded photos often have differ-
ent data formats than that required by the model, which
requires common operations such as normalization, expand-
ing dimensions and conversion to GPU tensors. Providing
an abstraction for these preprocessing steps could provide
users with more instant connection between raw input and
a generic perception model.

G3. Provide interactive data augmentation (C2, C6). We
need to provide ways to support interactive data augmenta-
tion and model tuning to quickly gain insights into model
performance. This is needed not only by ML researchers, but
also for product teams to be able to gain insights and make
evaluations on the fly.

G4. Compare model outputs and render results directly
side-by-side (C3, C4). Being able to evaluate and compare
models on the fly is crucial to day-to-day ML development.
We need to support ways to apply different models to the
same data for comparison, as well as provide visualizations
for comparing different data types.

G5. Share visualization with minimum efforts (C4, C5). A
recent survey in model trustworthiness pointed out that
model evaluation is a collaborative process, and agreement
by domain experts/colleagues is a critical step [10]. However,
sharing challenge sets, results, and findings is cumbersome
using current tools. We aim to provide easy ways of sharing
so that people do not need to install software, or do extra
manual work.

G6. Provide off-the-shelf models and datasets (C5, C6). For
model comparison, researchers often want to compare with
the existing state-of-the-art models. It is time-consuming to
find those models, set them up to run in the same pipeline

and use the same input data. Hence, we aim to provide ready-
to-use pretrained models for popular ML applications.

5 RAPSAI: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We designed Rapsai iteratively over a year with weekly feedback
from three teams of ML practitioners from the formative study. Its
final design consists of four coordinated panels: (a) Nodes Library,
(b) Node-graph Editor, (c) Preview Panel, and (d) Node Inspector.
The system is mainly written in JavaScript and leverages Tensor-
Flow.js [59] for ML capabilities, Arcs.js4 for reactive pipeline, and
three.js [69] for graphics rendering. We synchronize the pipeline
modification with a remote server powered by Firebase [24]. In
this section, we first detail each component of the interface, and
then dive deep into the underlying architecture and discuss our
strategies to maximize the performance.

5.1 Nodes Library
In the Nodes Library panel, we provide a comprehensive list of 38
nodes to satisfy the requirements from the four case studies. Here,
we define a minimum set of primitive nodes to build the majority
of ML pipelines for multimedia applications. We refer readers to
Appendix D for the full list of nodes.

Input nodes contain six types of input: image node, video node,
audio node, live camera node, live audio node, remote stream node as
shown in Fig. 3. To meet our goalG2, these nodes support collecting
single or continuous image and sound data from various sources,
such as cameras and microphones from user devices, uploads from
local file systems, and online resources. This design supports data
collection in different scenarios. For example, the image node allows
users to capture a photo from their webcam, upload from their hard
drive, or fetch from a list of remote URLs. The video node allows
users to record a video with their external webcam or upload a
video from disk or YouTube. The audio node allows users to record
sounds from their microphone, or upload audio files from their
disk or Internet. The live camera node allows users to use their live
camera stream, similar for the live audio node. The remote stream
node allows users to stream input from another device (e.g., mobile
phone) via WebRTC, by opening a URL of the page with a lobby
node, which is detailed in Appendix B.3).

Effect nodes contain interactive nodes for data augmentation
and graphical processing nodes to apply shaders to tensors (G3).
For example, as shown in Fig. 4, computer vision practitioners can
crop and translate a region of interest in the input to verify an
image model’s invariance to translation. Similarly, they can rotate,
shear and resize an image to examine potential biasing issues in the
training sets, or apply blur and noise to test a model’s robustness.
For audio practitioners, we provide augmentation tools such as
trimming the audio, changing volume, and adding background
noise from a collection of 17 presets. Please refer to Appendix D
for the complete set of options.

For graphical processing nodes, we offer shader processing and
imagemixer nodes for building end-to-end vision-graphics pipelines.
The shader processing node allows creators, animators, and engi-
neers to write custom fragment shaders to process or create new

4ArcsJs: https://github.com/project-oak/arcsjs-core

https://github.com/project-oak/arcsjs-core
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Nodes

Previews

Inspector Details

Figure 3: Input nodes allow users to upload local photos, fetch URLs, stream live webcam, record audios, or fetch video streams
from a remote device’s camera.

(a) image processor (b) audio processor

Figure 4: Effect nodes for interactive data augmentation.
Rapsai empowers deep learning practitioners to interac-
tively apply common data augmentation methods to data
nodes and examine the robustness of their models.

images on the GPU. To facilitate a large community, we also lever-
age the ShaderToy API and allow users to bridge a complicated
shader into the ML pipeline. This unblocks novel use cases such
as creative AR filters for virtual conferences and advanced data
augmentation such as distortion and pixelation. The image mixer
node is inspired by the layer mixing approach in commercial image
processing software, hence allowing users to blend two images in
26 modes5.

Model nodes contain a list of state-of-the-art pre-trained mod-
els, covering a wide range of tasks in image and audio research
(G6). We also allow users to load their own models with a Custom
Model Runner node. Currently, the model runner supports Tensor-
Flow.js, TFLite, and TFLite Micro models. We also provide some
high level task oriented model APIs, such as body segmentation
and image classification, from TensorFlow.js models API 6. In this
paper, we focus on discussing use cases with image-to-image and
audio-to-audio models only.

Output nodes provide different ways for visualizing model re-
sults. Basic visualizers such as image viewer and audio player allow

5Canvas blending modes: https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/
CanvasRenderingContext2D/globalCompositeOperation
6TensorFlow.js model APIs: https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-models

Figure 5: Comparison nodes: (a) Image comparison allows
users to hover over an image and examine the zoom-in de-
tails across different models. (b) Audio comparison plays au-
dio inputs one-by-one with automatic track switching.

practitioners to plug them into any node from the pipeline to probe
the output, therefore they can easily debug intermediate results.
The comparison visualizer offers practitioners an intuitive and in-
teractive way to qualitatively analyze results (G4).

Tensor nodes contain a set of helper utilities for pre- and post-
processing, such as converting data from tensor to an image, or
applying normalization to the raw tensor output. For example, the
“preprocess image” node converts an input image to a 4D tensor —
an input format that is required by most image models. The “tensor
picker” node allows users to select a tensor from an array of output
tensors, and a “tensor postprocess” node allows users to convert a
tensor to an image and apply normalization calculators.

The above set of primitive nodes enable perception pipelines of
image-to-image and sound-to-sound models. For advanced users,
we offer a set of prebuilt nodes to visualize output from different
classes of models. For example, a bar viewer to visualize classifica-
tion results, a webpage viewer to embed online surveys for remote
user studies, and WebRTC nodes for getting real-time camera input
from mobile devices. We refer readers to the appendix for more
details.

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D/globalCompositeOperation
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D/globalCompositeOperation
https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-models
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Figure 6: Node-graph editor in Rapsai allow users to efficiently build a perception pipeline with interaction data augmentation
and model comparison. This figure shows the corresponding node-graph pipeline to render Fig. 5.

(a) node suggestion (b) link suggestion (d) node inspectors(c) node filters

Figure 7: Examples of Rapsai’s node-graph editor and inspectors: (a) when the user drag-and-drops an edge from a node to
blank area in the editor, Rapsai automatically suggests a list of compatible nodes; (b) invalid nodes are greyed out to pre-
vent users from programming errors; (c) users can filter nodes with keywords in the node library; (d) users can change node
properties on the rightmost node inspector panel.

5.2 Node-graph Editor
To provide a visual programming platform (G1), we developed a
node-graph editor (Fig. 6) with a modular architecture and open
sourced its core as ArcsJs7.

In the node-graph editor, users can drag a node from the nodes
library, connect nodes by dragging a line between their connectors,
duplicate a node, and remove a node. As shown in 7(a-b), users can
explore what node they can connect to by dragging out an edge
from the node as a list of candidate nodes will pop up to choose
from. This interaction allows for free exploration while ensuring
the connection is valid.

5.3 Preview Panel
The preview panel contains the visualization of each visible node, as
well as their interactive controls. For example, in the data augmen-
tation node, users can drag sliders to change an image’s brightness,
contrast, and blurriness in real time and get instant feedback in the
image viewer node. Users can also hover over an image comparison
node to observe the magnified views of results side-by-side (Fig. 5).
When a node is selected in the node-graph editor, its corresponding

7ArcsJs: https://github.com/project-oak/arcsjs-core

visualization is highlighted in the preview panel, and vice versa.
Users can double click on a node to rename it.

The preview panel can also generate a unique, shareable URL for
collaborative work on an ML pipeline (G5). Anyone with the URL
can open the webpage to interact with the ML pipeline, without
requiring any software to be installed.

5.4 Node Inspector
Each time the user clicks on a node, the node inspector panel
changes accordingly. Using the node inspector, users can change
properties, for example, by uploading new test sets to the system
in input nodes, altering the model’s parameters, or changing the
color maps of the visualization.

To allow easy sharing and temporary prototyping, we group
properties into two categories, persistent properties and instanta-
neous properties. Persistent properties are parameters adjustable
by the pipeline owner in the node inspector, and are synced with
the cloud server. Instantaneous properties are those that can be
changed in the preview panel. Those are mainly for interaction by
anyone who opens the webpage, and are designed to be ephemeral.

https://github.com/project-oak/arcsjs-core
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5.5 GPU Pipeline
Rapsai is designed with the goal of real-time performance for fre-
quently comparing models and adapting to real-time multimedia
applications. Hence we leverage GPU computing in every stage of
the pipeline.

(1) For model inference, Rapsai automatically creates an off-
screen WebGL context and leverages TensorFlow.js for eval-
uating the uploaded Keras or Graphdef model.

(2) In data augmentation nodes (image processing), we leverage
a hardware-accelerated HTML canvas to process the image
or video in real time instead of using CPU arrays.

(3) In shader processing nodes, we create WebGL canvases for
visualizing the results with fragment shaders. However, au-
dio mixing and changing volume still runs on the CPU.

6 CASE STUDIES
We conducted four case studies to evaluate Rapsai’s ability to help
ML practitioners acquire qualitative insights into ML models in
end-to-end pipelines. We worked closely with four computer vision
and audio teams. We performed case studies with 15 participants
working at Google, of which five were team leads who had offered
continuous feedback to Rapsai during its development, whereas the
remaining participants had no prior involvement. We interviewed
team leads to delve deeply into how Rapsai could aid in their model
development and address product-related issues, whereas novice
users could reveal insights regarding usability and additional pain
points from different perspectives.

6.1 Study Protocol and Demographics
We recruited 15 participants (28–56 years old, 𝑥 = 37.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 7.0)
via email invitations within Google, labeled P1–P15. Eight studies
took place in a quiet room with a 27-inch display and the par-
ticipant’s laptop, while the rest were conducted remotely with
screen sharing in video conferences. Eight participants were ML re-
searchers who routinely train models in their day-to-day work, and
nine participants prototyped multimedia demos for models devel-
oped by themselves or their team. 13 participants reported longer
than four years of experiences in ML. 12 participants ranked their
familiarity with deep learning as five or more, on a seven-point Lik-
ert scale [42]. The session for each participant lasted 55–60 minutes
and consisted of four stages; a background interview (6.1±0.8 min),
a video tutorial (4 min), a visual analytics procedure using Rapsai
with semi-structured interviews (39.4 ± 4.6 min), and a discussion
of Rapsai and future perception prototyping platforms (10.2 ± 2.0
min). Two interviewers hosted each session with one interviewer
conducting the interview and the other taking notes. Onsite par-
ticipants interacted with Rapsai alongside the interviewers, while
remote participants shared their screen and followed instructions
from the interviewer.

After the case studies, we kept Rapsai available to all Google em-
ployees and distributed an exit survey to all participants. They rated
their experiences using Rapsai and Colab, a widely used experimen-
tation platform by all the participants, along various dimensions.
We detail the questions in the exit survey and its limitations in the
appendix E.3.

The background interview employs a shorter list of questions
from the formative study, in which participants reported a wider
range of ML experiences (1–26 years, 𝑥 = 6.8, 𝑆𝐷 = 6.0). We first
played a tutorial video to familiarize participants with Rapsai, then
instructed them to perform three tasks: (1) build a new multime-
dia pipeline with Rapsai, (2) interact with the data augmentation
node and identify advantages and disadvantages of the ML models,
(3) compare two or more ML models, use examples to justify the
preferred one, and discuss their findings. The pipeline used in the
tasks varied depending on the areas of focus for the different team
members.

6.2 CS1: Portrait Depth with Relighting Effects
The first case study investigates the portrait depth pipeline, which
uses two publicly-available models from TensorFlow Hub: AR por-
trait depth [68] and Mediapipe segmentation [45], as well as three
portrait depth estimation models developed by the participants. The
depth estimation takes a single color portrait image as the input
and produces a depth map, which estimates per-pixel distance to
the camera. We invited 4 participants (P1, P5, P7, P10) in CS1, where
P5 and P10 were not involved in model development.

Specifically in CS1, we found that all portrait depth models per-
form much better when using a body segmentation model first, as
evidenced in Fig. 8. Hence, we instruct all participants to compare
the models with and without the segmentation node. However, in
conventional ML pipeline development it typically requires hours
of extra coding to bridge an ML model to the pipeline, which disin-
centives engineers from trying out new ML models. Participants
also compared five ML portrait depth pipelines with different aug-
mentation techniques, as shown in Fig. 5 and in the appendix.

Generating depth maps from RGB images is never the end of
model development. Previously, we demonstrated that portrait
depth can be used to render 3D photos [16] in real time while
in Fig. 8, we compare different depth pipelines for relighting effects
of portrait images that are not included in the training set.

6.3 CS2: Scene Depth for Visual Effects
The second study uses two internal scene depth estimation models
developed by the team. Similar to the portrait depth model, the
scene depth model estimates a depth map given a generic color
image and can be further applied to a wide range of augmented
reality applications such as occlusion-aware rendering, rain effects,
fog effects [15]. In Fig. 9, we present one pipeline that generates
real-time depth-aware fog effect [15] from an input RGB image.
Four participants (P2, P4, P8, P9) were invited for CS2 and only P2
was involved in the model development.

In Rapsai, we provide a variety of different color maps8 for visu-
alizing grayscale depth maps, including Turbo, TurboPlus, Inferno,
Magma, Plasma, Viridis, to help users to observe details, estimate
quantitative values, and notice error patterns.

6.4 CS3: Alpha Matting for Virtual Conferences
Accurate segmentation, also known as alpha matting, is the vital
key to a wide range of applications such as virtual backgrounds in

8Colormaps adopted in Rapsai: https://www.shadertoy.com/view/7slfRX

https://www.shadertoy.com/view/7slfRX
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Figure 8: The Portrait Depth pipeline connects a body segmentationmodel, four portrait depth estimationmodels, two relight-
ing shader effects for end-user applications and comparisons with respect to the source. For simplicity, we only show results
of two models here. Please refer to the supplementary for more results.

remote conferences and film production [81], photo relighting [49],
and 3D face synthesis [66].

In this case study, we use the aforementioned publicly-available
Mediapipe segmentationmodel and two (alpha)mattingmodels [49]
for improving the segmentation results in video conferences. The
matting model requires two inputs of both the original image and
a rough segmentation mask from a body segmentation model, then
outputs a refined segmentation mask, making it complicated to
examine the weaknesses in the end-to-end pipeline, as shown in
Fig. 10. In addition, evaluating matting models require extensive
feedback from users with different virtual backgrounds. Hence, we
place a shader node in the end to mix input image, background im-
age, and the matting results. Two participants (P3, P6) were invited
for CS3 while only P3 was involved in the model development. We
also invited P2 from CS2 for an additional round to try the Matting
pipeline since P2 was interested in mixing the scene depth model
with the matting model. They accidentally discovered that depth
was predicted as a radial gradient with solid background.

6.5 CS4: Audio Denoising for Communication
In contrast to the three visual case studies, this fourth case study
investigates two sound-to-sound models for an audio denoising
task. Audio denoising, which aims to remove background noise,
has gained popularity in many real-time applications in recent
years [61]. Five participants (P11–P15) were invited and instructed
to build pipelines as shown in Fig. 11.

Specifically in CS4, we embedded a webpage node to collect qual-
itative feedback regarding model performance in audio denoising.
Interestingly, not all participants agreed that the updated audio
denoising version was better. With different background noising
mixed into the user’s recordings, some participants found that the
updated model compressed their voice too much, or preferred to
have more background context in their audio calls.

7 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Through observing five ML experts exploring the performance
of their own models, and ten other ML practitioners conducting
perception prototyping and model analysis, we found that Rapsai
helped facilitate rapid and deeper understanding of model benefits
and trade-offs. Overall, all participants were able to make insights
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Figure 9: The Scene Depth pipeline leverages a data augmentation node, two scene depth estimation nodes, and a shader
processing node for depth-based visual effects such as fog effects.

about the differences between the models and select the better
model. All participants (13/15) who work on generative models (e.g.,
image-to-image, sound-to-sound) find it useful in their workflow,
while two researchers who worked on classification tasks find it
less useful in daily development. Since Rapsai is not designed for
classification tasks, we discuss their feedback and present how
Rapsai could be extended for classification tasks in Appendix C.3.
We next discuss our findings from the exit survey, as well as four
major insights from the case studies.

7.1 Rapsai vs. Colab: Less Control but More
Transparent and Collaborative

Fig. 12 depicts the quantitative results of our exit survey. We ran
Mann-Whitney’s U tests to evaluate the difference between Rapsai
and Colab in the responses of our seven-point Likert scale questions.
We found significant effects where users rated Rapsai more trans-
parent about how it arrives at its final results (Rapsai 6.13 ± 0.88
vs. Colab 5.0 ± 0.88, 𝑧 = −3.09, 𝑝 < .005) and more collaborative
with users to come up with the outputs (Rapsai 5.73 ± 1.23 vs. Co-
lab 4.15 ± 1.43, 𝑧 = −2.86, 𝑝 < .005). Participants were satisfied
with final results from both systems (Rapsai 6.00 ± 0.88 vs. Colab
5.46 ± 1.12, 𝑧 = −1.47, 𝑝 = 0.15).
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Figure 10: The matting pipeline connects a body segmentation model together with two matting models, and uses a shader
processing node for virtual background replacement application.

However, most participants regarded Colab as a superior tool
for assisting them in thinking deeper into how to complete the task
(Rapsai 5.60 ± 1.72 vs. Colab 6.38 ± 0.97, 𝑧 = −0.97, 𝑝 = 0.35) and
gave them greater control over the system (Rapsai 5.93 ± 0.91 vs.
Colab 6.38 ± 1.09, 𝑧 = −0.91, 𝑝 = 0.36). This is largely due to all the
participants being expert users and familiar with testing models
by programming: “Colab is more familiar and gives higher control
than Rapsai’s graphical interface. But Rapsai is quicker to use.” (P12).
“Rapsai is great for quick visualizations of intermediate outputs in a
pipelined ML system where the individual modules are fairly stan-
dard and have predictable inputs/outputs. Colab allows for arbitrarily
complex Python code and control over the model/input/outputs which
can be helpful for complex applications but sometimes tedious for
simple pipelines.” (P2).

Participants’ preference for Rapsai or Colab varied based on the
usage scenario. P15 commented: “If I needed to set up training of a
standard model or small variant using pre-existing data, Rapsai would
be ideal. If I wanted to try some novel architecture (e.g., custom loss
function), I would have to resort to Colab or similar.”. P3 remarked on
different target user groups: “Raspsai is more visual and intuitive,

Colab is more flexible but also requires having programming skills,
so it’s not for everyone. Rapsai allows for faster prototyping and
results visualization.” . P9 commented on using Rapsai and Colab for
different phases in model development: “I prefer to use Colab at the
beginning stage for debugging. When the architecture of the model is
almost fixed and <I> need to compare the models which are trained
or built from different configurations, I will consider using Rapsai.”

7.2 Rapsai Accelerates Creating and Mixing
Multimedia Pipelines With ML Models

Rapsai facilitates development of machine learning-based
multimedia applications.Wediscovered that building a real-time
perception pipeline is often beyond the expertise of ML researchers.
Their current workflow shows great pain points, which often in-
volves substantial communication and arduous hand-holding across
teams. After watching a 4-minute tutorial video on Rapsai, all par-
ticipants were able to build a custom pipeline from scratch within
15 minutes (avg=10.72, std=2.14). Participants usually spent less
than five minutes getting the initial results (avg=3.98, std=1.95),
then were trying out different input and output for the pipeline.
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Figure 11: The audio denoising pipeline connects an audio
input node, an audio processing node for data augmenta-
tion, two denoising models, an audio comparison node, and
awebpage node for collecting user feedback.With a prebuilt
pipeline, users were able to record their voice at home, com-
pare the performance of two models and submit qualitative
feedback directly to themodel developers viawebpages such
as Google Forms.

Participants appreciate its intuitive interaction and visualization:
“It’s great that I don’t need to do much to have a visual pipeline. I have
to do a lot of the demo myself.” (P4). “Using a video <as input> helps
me get a cross-time feel of how the model performance varies, which
is hard to capture with metrics.” (P10). Moreover, participants find it
useful for comprehending models’ distinctions: “It’s a convenient
tool for us to understand the difference between various models and
speeds up the testing cycle with a very friendly-to-use interface.” (P1).

In the exit survey, all the participants commented that it will
take them much shorter time to build pipelines in Rapsai than
Colab. P6 commented: “I spent about half a minute to create an
image classification pipeline, and I spent 2–3 minutes to build a depth
estimation pipeline from scratch, since it took some time to figure out
how to preprocess the input and visualize the output... while Colab is
more flexible for different tasks, I guess it could range from 1 hour to a
day or two.” . P13 commented: “In my case, I started from an existing
template but overall it was quite fast, I’d say less than 5 min.”.
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Figure 12: Participants’ ratings on a seven-point Likert scale
(details in Appendix E.3), accompanied by error bars repre-
senting standard deviations. Participants regarded Rapsai to
be more transparent and collaborative than Colab, whereas
Colab assisted users in thinking through the task and con-
trolling the pipelinemore effectively throughprogramming.
We found significant effects on the transparent and collabo-
rative dimensions (𝑝 ≤ 0.01) via Mann-Whitney’s U tests.

Rapsai fosters innovative applications of ML models by
mixingmodels and graphics innode-graph editors.With read-
ily available models and example pipelines, ML practitioners are
more inclined to experiment with novel ideas. For instance, P2 tried
to connect a body segmentation model with a scene depth model
and was surprised to find the radial effects in depth prediction. P8
mixed scene depth API, shader effects, with the matting models to
create a pipeline of people segmentation with foggy background.

7.3 Rapsai Can Assist in Identifying Issues
with ML Models and Training Sets

Rapsai’s interactive data augmentation node can help ML
researchers identify unforeseen architectural issues. For in-
stance, in the data augmentation stage of CS1, P1 was surprised to
find that adding noise had a huge impact on the performance of
the portrait depth model. P1 related this to the small kernel size
(3 × 3), therefore recommended the team to increase the kernel
size or applying denoising to the application pipeline. In CS2, P10
found a significant performance issue with the contrast slider and
derived that the issue could be the receptive field: “It can help me
understand how I should change the model architecture and what
training examples to add”.

Rapsai can further identify biased augmentation of the
training sets. ML practitioners also find Rapsai helpful for detect-
ing training process flaws. In CS3, P3 discovered that one model
is more sensitive to blurriness than the other: “It gives me an in-
tuition about which data augmentation operations that my model
is more sensitive, then I can go back to my training pipeline, maybe
increase the amount of data augmentation for those specific steps that
are making my model more sensitive.” In CS2, P8 commented after
completing the data augmentation task: “Comparing various noise
parameters in the input to a model is useful to identify augmentation
bias. ”

Rapsai helps determining whether more training data is
required. Researchers also found Rapsai useful to streamline their
workflow for augmenting data in-the-wild. In CS2, P2 appreciated
Rapsai’s simplicity: “You can quickly explore many other hypotheses
— is this going to mess up my model? In Colab, I need to have many
hypotheses in mind, then code for that specific use case. I think the
best part is that this is composable.” (P2). In CS4, P15 favored the
“background noise mixing” mode: “It’s a fair amount of work to add
some background noise, I have a script, but then every time I have to
find that script and modify it. I’ve always done this in a one-off way.
It’s simple but also very time consuming. This is very convenient.”.

Rapsai can help identify edge cases using inputs in the
wild. The majority of the participants found Rapsai useful in iden-
tifying edge cases using inputs in the wild. By uploading photos
in the wild, ML researchers were able to identify challenging edge
cases with transparent objects and long-range depth in CS2: “the
bottle is a good example to show the difference... here the mountain is
much farther away from the thing, and the sky should have values of
0, I think <but it didn’t>” (P4). Using the data augmentation node,
participants were able to identify edge cases of rotation, bright-
ness, and inconsistency over cropped regions: “I can manipulate the
brightness to see when the model fails.” (P2). Despite that a model gen-
erally outperforms another model, researchers found contradictory
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cases using Rapsai with the data augmentation node: “Interesting...
one model should perform better than the other but performed worse
when the audio volume is <low>.” (P13 in CS4).

7.4 Rapsai Helps Model Selection, Learning
From Pipelines, and Study deployment

Rapsai provides qualitative evidence to select the optimal
model. With the comparison nodes, Rapsai supportsML researchers
in model selection with comparable metrics, as metrics in the do-
main of depth or matting are not necessarily reliable: “Metrics can
be the same even though somehow there might be errors. ” (P1). When
two models have similar performance, stakeholders may not always
choose the model with the superior metrics, but rather the model
that best matches their use case: “There are some times when you
don’t want all noise cancellation. People sometimes prefer audio with
less noise cancellation because you want some context.” (P11) .

Rapsai assists ML practitioners in visually summarizing
the capabilities of ML models with positive and negative ex-
amples. For instance, P6 found differences in a model’s capabilities:
“The side face is not correct for one model, and good for the other.”.
P10 found a good range of aspect ratios with the cropping tool:
“Cropping helps me decide how to crop to best use the model.”.

Sharing qualitative findings in presentations and publica-
tions. Eight of the 15 ML practitioners we interviewed spent over
four hours per week analyzing individual cases and relied largely
on qualitative results to compare model performance: “I spend
hours per week examining visual results by zooming in and zooming
out.” (P9). They share comparative results with coworkers using
external tools such as Microsoft PowerPoint, Adobe Illustrator, or
Google Slides. Fortunately, Rapsai streamlines this process: “It helps
presentation. It takes days to prepare the best examples.” (P5). “This
is helpful to visualize the current capabilities of our model. We are
working with potential partners and it is useful for them to be able
to try out the model.” (P10) In addition, researchers find it useful to
gather feedback: “It’s useful for getting quick feedback. Cutting time
to need to run Colab or run a Mediapipe graph.” (P14)

Visual exploration of end-to-end pipeline for novice pro-
totyping practitioners. Rapsai provides senior ML practitioners a
convenient tool to demonstrate an end-to-end multimedia pipeline:
“I can use this to demonstrate the envisioned pipeline to <a junior
engineer> and it clarifies the ambiguities.” (P6). Meanwhile, it helps
junior ML practitioners to quickly build a multimedia pipeline with-
out diving deep into the production codebase for integration: “It’s
much faster than building prototypes before, previous experience is
fragmented.” (P7).

Enable quick remote field study in the wild. Rapsai can also
be used to rapidly deploy a remote in-the-wild field study. Before
deploying an ML model (e.g., denoising) to production, it often
requires extensive qualitative user feedback with real-world user
data. However, existing survey tools such as Google Forms and
Amazon Mechanical Turk cannot easily record live audio from
users and then run ML models within the page. In Rapsai, users
can easily set up a model comparison node as well as a webpage
node with a Google Form embedded, which addresses these needs:
“Recording from microphone is very good, it will be very fast turn

around if I want to try it in real life. I need it to share with the
<product managers> and researchers for user study.” (P14).

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we discuss the limitations of our study and current
system, and provide future plans to address them where applicable.

Limitations of case study. Our case study and surveys could
have been conducted more effectively by comparing Rapsai to a
“sandbox” system, whose UI resembles Rapsai’s but lacks the node-
graph editor feature. Note that it is hard to attribute the success
of Rapsai to individual features in it. The sample size (N=15) of
our study with ML practitioners within the same organization may
not be representative of the AI+HCI community as a whole. We
envision that by providing a few templates with tutorials, Rapsai can
further lower the barrier for entry-level users to create multimedia
pipelines. We expect that a future long-term deployment study with
both novice and expert users will capture the merits and drawbacks
of Rapsai in greater detail.

Lack of support for PyTorch and cloud-hosted models. As
a first step in a visual programming platform that bridges model
development and multimedia applications, Rapsai leverages Ten-
sorFlow.js and offers utilities to convert TensorFlow models. It does
not support native execution of PyTorch models. For cloud-hosted
models that require a long inference time, Rapsai may not be the
ideal solution as interactivity may not be of interest with regard
to the execution latency. As a workaround shown in Fig. 13, we
experimented with a Colab node that supports running custom
Python scripts with Rapsai inputs, and outputting results back to
Rapsai. However, the extra 1–3 second latency prevents Rapsai to
perform interactive data augmentation for Colab-hosted models. In
the future, we aim to support PyTorch and cloud-hosted models via
community-contributed nodes, whereas a node could be linked to
a remote server and fetch results by executing a block in the Colab
notebook.

Generalizability to text and 3D data types. In this work,
we focused primarily on multimedia data including images, video,
and audio. More work would need to be done to better integrate
text and 3D data types into Rapsai. Users cannot add new custom
tensor logic without contributing a new code in Rapsai. Recent
advances in neural rendering [46] also require novel and efficient
rendering pipelines on the web, which is out of scope for Rapsai
in its current stage. As an initial step, we present a preliminary
example of bridging large language models and graphical pipelines
in Appendix C.1.

Closer integration with the training pipeline and aggre-
gated metrics. Systems like UMLAUT [56] have shown that in-
teractive visualizations during training can provide early insights
during model development. Rapsai is primarily designed for the
testing and prototyping phases. Currently, it does not provide a
visual summary of the model’s performance over the entire dataset,
but rather complements existing pipelines such as TensorBoard
and eliminates the need to write code substantially in Colab. In
the future, we hope to enable model researchers to being able to
interactively analyze their models in Rapsai during the training
phase to identify data augmentation or model issues sooner. Also by
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(a) running Colab though a customized GAN model:

(b) in Rapsai, one can change the input to in-the-wild images without modifying the code:

Figure 13: Experimental colab node that supports cloud-based inference of custom Python models.

integrating into the training pipeline, Rapsai will be able to provide
aggregated metrics.

Extended visualization libraries from different ML teams.
Rapsai implemented the most commonly used nodes based on feed-
back from fourmultimediaML teams, thus supporting image viewer,
depth map visualization, shader visualization, audio player, and
comparison nodes. However, this is still far from a complete set of
data formats in the wild. For example, P1 and P5 would like to have
point cloud visualization for their 3D models. P2 and P4 wanted to
adjust hue in the interactive augmentation node. Although that can
be achieved through a custom shader, P2 and P4 lack shader pro-
gramming experience. In the future, we would like to open source
Rapsai’s infrastructure to allow deep learning practitioners to ad-
vance visual programming and analytics of end-to-end perception
pipelines.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced Rapsai, a visual programming plat-
form for interactive data augmentation, model comparison, and
prototyping of multimedia ML applications. The design of Rap-
sai was informed by interviews and brainstorming sessions with
perception ML practitioners, and was iteratively improved with
experts. We evaluated Rapsai in four case studies with 15 deep
learning researchers who built multimedia pipelines from scratch
and compared different models. Analysts were able to holistically
select the best model and further explain their strengths and weak-
nesses through examples. In addition, the unique data augmentation
and qualitative comparison nodes were shown to enable new ap-
proaches to test robustness and share results in presentations and
publications. In future work, we plan to extend the framework
to support text and 3D data and integrate more closely with the
training pipeline and cloud-hosted models.
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APPENDIX
We elaborate on the survey of visual analytics systems, supported
nodes in Rapsai, more example applications, case study protocols,
and exit surveys.

A SURVEY OF VISUAL ANALYTICS SYSTEMS
In addition to instance-based visualization reviewed in related work,
for completeness, we add aggregated visualization literature in this
appendix. There are different techniques to visualize aggregated
metrics. For classification models, researchers often use the confu-
sion matrix. Talbot et al. [65] presented an interactive visualization
system called EnsembleMatrix for exploring the space of ensemble
models and demonstrated that the metric visualization helped users
with various ML experiences be able to combine multiple classi-
fiers in order to build an improved model. For regression models,
researchers typically use L1 or L2 norm loss [34]. Popular train-
ing tools such as TensorBoard [25] visualize loss plot by default
in its result page. We list the visual analytics systems in Table 1,
which summarizes the main dimensions we compared against. It
clearly shows that Rapsai addresses all multimedia formats, sup-
ports generative models, which few systems support. In addition,
Rapsai provides interactive data augmentation and no-code pipeline
authoring, which is unique for visual ML analytics systems.

B EXTENDED EXAMPLES OF SUPPORTED
NODES IN RAPSAI

Data Augmentation in the Image Processor Node
In Fig. 14, we present more examples of interactive data augmen-
tations using the Image Processor Node of the Effect Nodes
category. In the Image Processor Node, the crop tab allows users to
select a region of the image or video as output, move the selection,
and instantly see the impact on model performance; the resize tab
allows users to change the aspect ratio of the image and verify if
the model is adaptive to various resolutions; the shear and rotate
tabs allow users to displace the image by an amount proportional
to the y coordinates and rotate the image; the brightness, con-
trast, blur, noise tabs allow users to change the brightness levels,
contrast levels, blurriness, and noisiness of the image with GPU
acceleration.

Users can further connect the intermediate processed images
with ML models, then output the results in Image Comparison
nodes to obtain side-by-side comparison (Fig. 15) without coding
efforts.

B.1 Data Augmentation in the Audio Processor
node

In the Audio Processor Node of the Effect Nodes category, we
provided researchers a variety of background noise, including park,
bus, cafe, construction, downtown, group meeting, party, crowd, street,
rain, restaurant, shopping mall, supermarket, and train. Users can
change the volume of the background noise and see how their
model performs under different noise levels.

B.2 More Examples of the Shader Effects Node
In the Shader Library node, we provide a list of pre-written shader
effects for virtual conferences including reflections, sketching, pixe-
lation, and 3D environments, as shown in the supplementary video
and Fig. 16. Though Rapsai offers a no-coding environment for most
ML practitioners, it also provides advanced users with Shader Ef-
fects Nodes to write their own fragment shader for visual effects
in GLSL. This enables custom depth-based effects such as relighting
and fog effects, shown in the Fig. 9, and also enables rapidly tuning
graphics parameters such as kernel sizes of Gaussian blur for virtual
background with foreground segmentation. We further present five
example shader effects in Fig. 16, including television effects with
distortion, halftone effects, tone-transfer effects, vignette effects,
and a 3D effect by projecting the input image onto a virtual screen.

B.3 Lobby Node for Streaming Cross-device
Videos

The Lobby Node allows users to stream up to four camera videos
from other devices (e.g., a mobile phone) as input. User can join
an URL provided by the Lobby Node with a specific Group ID to
start streaming. The Lobby Node can access video streams from all
the joined clients and output stream through an ML or a graphics
pipeline on a more powerful device (e.g., a laptop) viaWebRTC. This
is useful when an ML model is trained for on-device use cases such
as a mobile phone and ML practitioners need to perform testing or
user studies with on-device in-the-wild input.

C ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS
In addition to the four case studies presented in the main paper, we
discuss additional applications in this section.

C.1 Bridging Large Language Models and
Computer Graphics Applications

Since our case study, we have further extended Rapsai’s node library
with text input and large language models such as ChatGPT. In
Fig. 18, we prompt ChatGPT [20, 63], a large language model by
OpenAI with “write a shadertoy shader to show edges in an image”.
Then the second output from the ChatGPT node extracts the code
snippets from the responses using regular expression matching.
The fragment shader code from ChatGPT is applied to the input
camera node and outputs a video stream with highlighted edges.
Please refer to the supplementary video formore results. Please note
that this is only a preliminary exploration into bridging language
prompts and graphical applications and we hope future work would
further extend this direction.

C.2 Augmented Reality Stickers with
Real-time Facial Landmarks

With Mediapipe FaceMesh models9 [38], ML prototypers can use
Rapsai to quickly build virtual try-on applications with real-time
facial landmarks (Fig. 19).

C.3 Compare Image Classification Results
Though Rapsai is not designed for image classification tasks, we
also support comparing image classification results with simple
9MediaPipe FaceMesh: https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/face_mesh.html

https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/face_mesh.html
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system aggregated
visualization

instance-based
visualization domain supported model types non-developer

users
model

comparison
interactive data
augmentation

pipeline
authoring

EnsembleMatrix [65] ! - image classification ! - - -
TensorBoard [25] ! - all all - - - -

LIME [54] - ! image classification ! - - -
What-If [77] ! - image classification ! ! - -
Boxer [21] ! - image classification - - - -
LIT [67] ! ! language classification ! - - -

DeepCompare [47] ! - language classification ! ! - -
NJM-Vis [36] ! ! language classification ! ! - -
VAC-CNN [82] ! ! image classification ! ! - -
ExplAIner [62] ! ! image classification - - - -
VASS [27] - ! image generative - ! - -

Rapsai - !
image, audio,

video
generative,
classification ! ! ! !

Table 1: Overview of target domains and key features of Rapsai and prior visual analytics systems for machine learning.

(a) crop (b) resize (c) shear (d) rotate

(e) brightness (f) contrast (g) blur (h) noise

Figure 14: Supported visual data augmentation operations in our Image Processor node: (a) crop, (b) resize, (c) shear, (d) rotate,
(e) brightness, (f) contrast, (g) blur, (h) noise.

(a) intermediate results of interactive data augmentation applied onto a single input image 

(b) side-by-side comparison of segmentation results with different augmentation techniques

Figure 15: Rapsai enables ML practitioners to quickly generate side-by-side comparison of a wide range of data augmentation
techniques with an image in-the-wild.

visualizations, such as bar charts, as shown in Fig. 20. Many partici-
pants in our case studies also play with this pipeline and expressed
their interest in having aggregated metrics together with this side-
by-side comparison. With Rapsai, our major focus is to deliver a
rapid prototyping tool for multimedia applications and we retain

this feature to be further implemented by the community after
releasing the code. Our study participants proposed an interesting
direction of combining aggregated metrics. For instance, P9 sug-
gested: “I’d like to have image classification models with smoothing
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Figure 16: Shader Effects nodes allows users to choose a pre-defined shader from a library of over 50 visual effects or write
their own fragment shader using GLSL.

Figure 17: Lobby nodes allows users to stream camera videos from another device (e.g., mobile phone) and run the pipeline on
a another device (e.g., a laptop).

(b) input text node and ChatGPT node(a) Rapsai pipeline with LLMs (c) processed video with edge highlighting

Figure 18: Rapsai can automatically extract code snippets from ChatGPT results and apply real-time visual effects to an input
video stream. (a) shows the Rapsai pipeline in the node-graph editor, (b) shows our input prompts and the responses from
ChatGPT, and (c) shows the input video frame and the resulting output.

(a) camera input (b) AR sticker effect (c) example AR sticker pipeline

Figure 19:ML prototypers can use Rapsai to quickly build AR sticker applications using real-time tracking of facial landmarks.

filters, and see how it averages the probabilities of a class.”. At the current stage, Rapsai can act as a complement to existing tools such
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as Colab, and speed up the prototype and collaboration process in
image classification.

C.4 Photo Enhancement with GFPGAN
Using a pretrained GFPGAN model [75], which can be used to
restore old photos or improve AI-generated faces, one of the authors
constructed a photo-enhancement pipeline in less than ten minutes
using Rapsai, as illustrated in Fig. 21. The pipeline is built with only
seven nodes in Rapsai: input node, image processor, preprocessing
node, customized model node, postprocessing node, tensor to image
node, and image comparison node.

D FULL LIST OF NODES IN RAPSAI
We list all the supported nodes in Rapsai before the case study. Note
that Rapsai is extendable for expert users by adding new nodes in
JavaScript.

D.1 Input nodes
(1) image: capture a photo from webcam, upload from hard

drive, or fetch from a list of remote URLs.
(2) video: record a video with external webcam or upload a

video from disk or YouTube.
(3) audio: record sounds frommicrophone, or upload audio files

from disk or Internet
(4) live camera: use live camera stream, similar for the live

audio node.
(5) remote stream: stream input from another device (e.g., mo-

bile phone) via WebRTC, by opening a URL of the page with
a lobby node.

(6) lobby: create a WebRTC server to accept video streaming
from other devices. Remote stream nodes that connect to
the lobby node with the same name are sharing output via
WebRTC streaming.

D.2 Effect nodes
(7) image processor: crop and translate a region of interest

in the input to verify an image model’s invariance to trans-
lation; rotate, shear, resize an image to examine potential
biasing issues in the training sets; apply blur and noise to
test a model’s robustness.

(8) imagemixer: mix imageswithGPU-based blendingmodes10
(9) audio processor: trim the audio, change volume, and add

background noise from a collection of 17 presets.
(10) fragment shader: program and apply a screen-space graph-

ical shader effect.
(11) shader library: offers a pre-defined list of shader code to

avoid coding into the “fragment shader”.

D.3 Model nodes
(12) custom model runner: enter the URL of an TensorFlow.js

model or upload a TensorFlow model into the pipeline.
(13) body segmentation: run a deployed MediaPipe body seg-

mentation model.
10https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D/
globalCompositeOperation

(14) audio denoising: run either of two deployed audio denois-
ing models.

(15) MobileNet: run a deployed MobileNet model for image clas-
sification.

D.4 Output nodes
(16) image viewer node displays an image.
(17) audio player: play a single audio output.
(18) image comparison: qualitatively compare output frommul-

tiple models with zoom-in tools.
(19) audio comparison: qualitatively compare output frommul-

tiple models with automatic track switching.
(20) JSON viewer: read the raw output from a model for debug-

ging.
(21) bar viewer: view the classification results from amodel such

as MobileNet.
(22) 3D model viewer: view 3D models from an URL or tensor.
(23) tensor to image: view a tensor as images.
(24) tensor to depthmap: view a tensor as depthmaps with dif-

ferent transfer functions.
(25) output stream: see remote video streams from the lobby

node input.

D.5 Tensor nodes
(26) preprocess image: converts an input image to a 4D tensor

as an input that is required by most image models.
(27) tensor picker: select a tensor from an array of output ten-

sors.
(28) tensor postprocess: convert a tensor to an image and apply

normalization calculators.
(29) binary op: apply “and”, ”or”, ”xor”, and ”not” operations

between two input tensors.
(30) clip by value: clamp the values of an input tensor.
(31) crop and resize: crop and resize a two-dimensional tensor.
(32) preprocess tensor: normalize a tensor, expand dimensions,

and optionally convert to grayscale image for many genera-
tive models.

(33) postprocess tensor: normalize and resize a tensor for image
output.

(34) tensor picker: select a certain tensor from an array of model
output. Note that most models only have one output so it is
optional.

(35) remap value range: select an input and an output ranges
to remap tensor values.

D.6 Miscellaneous nodes
(36) webpage: append a Google Form or a custom webpage for

filling in surveys.
(37) image size: obtain image size for outputting to somemodels.

E STUDY PROTOCOLS
E.1 Formative Study Protocol
[ Introduction] ( Start timing! 60 min max. )
Hello, my name is X.
First, I would like to thank you for your participation. Today,

you will be a participant in a formative study regarding machine

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D/globalCompositeOperation
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D/globalCompositeOperation
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(a) input image (b) MobileNet v1 result (c) MobileNet v2 result (d) Rapsai pipeline

Figure 20: Rapsai also supports qualitatively comparing image classification models such as MobileNet at the instance level.

(a) results comparison of GFPGAN (b) pipeline of GFPGAN

Figure 21: Rapsai also supports rapidly building augmented reality effects with publicly available models such as GFPGAN.

learning and rapid prototyping. Our goal is to identify the pain
points when identifying key issues of machine learning models,
when comparing performance of different models, and when iter-
ating on models development between training and deploying in
products.

Beforewe begin the interview,we need you to complete a consent
form. After this, we will begin.

Your data will be kept anonymous. Additionally, as a researcher
I have no position on this topic and ask that you be as open, honest,
and detailed in your answers as possible. Do you have any questions
before we begin?

The interview is broken down into three components: 1) Your
background in deep learning. 2) Your challenges of the current
workflow and TensorBoard. 3) Survey about our envisioned web-
based rapid prototyping platform.

[ Background Questions ] ( 5 - 10 min )
(1) What kinds of neural networks projects have you worked

on?
(2) What kinds of challenges have you faced when tuning deep

learning models?
(3) What kinds of online resources have you found useful when

tuning deep learning models?
(4) How long have you spent on examining individual examples

when tuning neural networks?
[ Process Questions ] ( 15 - 20 min )
(1) Would you like to describe your current ML debugging pro-

cedure of model quality to me?
(2) What do you like or dislike about the tool you are currently

using (e.g., TensorBoard)?
(3) What information you wished to know about a neural net-

work that is not visualized in the current tool?

(4) Have you ever used MediaPipe Editor? What do you like or
dislike about MediaPipe Editor?

(5) What else editor would you like to use for debugging model
quality?

(6) How do you make high-level design decisions of a neural
network for now?

(7) How do you usually test the robustness of a neural network?
(8) What methods do you use for data augmentation?
(9) How do you infer the generalizability of a neural network?
[ Envisioned Rapsai Questions ] ( 20 - 30 min )
(1) What’s your first impression of the interface?
(2) What visualization technique would like to have in this in-

terface?
(3) What features would you like to add to the envisioned rapid

prototyping system?
(4) What suggestions would you like to give to improve the de-

sign of the virtual interfaces of a rapid prototyping platform?
(5) What outcomes would you like to get from this pipeline

editor? For example, a executable demo, a pipeline graph, or
something else.

(6) With a comparison node, what information you might want
to gather from it?

(7) What criteria would you want to use when comparing two
deep learning models?

(8) What information would you like to have to increase confi-
dence in the value of the results?

E.2 Case Study Protocol
[ Introduction ]
Same as Section E.1.
[ Background Questions ]
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Same as Section E.1.
[ Build a Node Graph Pipeline ]
(1) To get started, let’s watch a 1-min tutorial to have an overview

of the Rapsai system.
(2) Next, we would like to instruct you to build <a specific

pipeline> to use <specific> ML models.
(3) What’s your impression of the node-graph building proce-

dure?
(4) What’s good and what may be improved?
[ Interactive Data Augmentation ]
(1) Next, we would like to instruct you to perform interactive

data augmentation to your pipeline.
(2) What can you learn from the interactive data augmentation

procedure?
(3) Have you ever applied similar data augmentation in your

ML workflow?
(4) Do you think it may be useful to your ML workflow?
(5) What’s your impression of the interactive data augmentation

interface?
(6) What’s good and what may be improved?
[ Compare the Models ]
(1) Next, we would like to instruct you to use the comparison

node and data augmentation nodes to compare two or more
models.

(2) Which model do you think is preferred to be used in produc-
tion and why?

(3) What’s your impression of the interactive data augmentation
interface?

(4) Do you think it may be useful in your ML workflow?
(5) What can you learn from the interactive data augmentation

procedure?
(6) What’s good and what may be improved?
[ Discussion ]
< Ask the participants to explore freely using Rapsai >
(1) What features would you like to add to Rapsai?
(2) Do you have any suggestions to improve the design of Rap-

sai?
(3) What product questions would you like to answer using

Rapsai?
That’s all for our case study. Thank you for your participation

and we would like to hear more feedback from your experience in
your future workflow!

E.3 Exit Survey
Inspired by Wu et al. [80], we invited participants to fill in an exit
survey after the case studies. We included screenshots and URLs

for both Rapsai and Colab to assist the participants in complet-
ing the survey. The participants self-rated their experience using
Rapsai and Colab on five aspects in the form of seven-point Likert
scale [42]. Each question was presented twice, once on Colab and
once on Rapsai, randomly in a counter-balanced way. The partic-
ipants explained their reasoning alongside their ratings and also
answered three free-form questions as follows:

Likert-scale questions:
(1) Match goal: I’m satisfied with my final results from [Rap-

sai/Colab]; they met my task goals (e.g., comparing two
model performances and testing model robustness).

(2) Think through: The [Rapsai/Colab] systemhelpedme think
through what kinds of outputs I would want to complete the
task goal and how to complete the task.

(3) Transparent: The [Rapsai/Colab] system is transparent about
how it arrives at its final results; I could roughly track its
progress.

(4) Controllable: I felt I had control creating with the [Rap-
sai/Colab] system. I can steer the system towards the task
goal.

(5) Collaborative: In [Rapsai/Colab], I felt I was collaborating
with the system to come up with the outputs.

Free-form questions:
(1) Timing: How long do you estimate it takes you to create an

ML application pipeline using [Rapsai/Colab], and why?
(2) Difference: What were the differences, if any, between the

experience of completing the task using Rapsai and Colab?
How about comparing to other debugging / visualization
systems if you have been using any in the past?

(3) Vision: If you were using machine learning models in your
work, inwhat situationswould you prefer to use Rapsai/Colab?
Can you think of 1-3 concrete examples?

Please note the following limitations of the exit survey:
(1) The survey could have been conducted more effectively by

comparing Rapsai to a sandbox system [80], whose UI resem-
bles Rapsai’s but lacks the node-graph editor feature. Due to
time constraints, we were unable to create a Sandbox system
that met our requirements without the node-graph editor
for another round of case studies. We expect that a future
long-term case study will capture the merits and drawbacks
of Rapsai in greater detail.

(2) The modest sample size (N=15) of our survey within the
same organization may not be representative of the AI+HCI
community as a whole.

(3) In our case study, participants were obliged to use Rapsai to
complete the tasks, since not all tasks are easily accomplished
in Colab.
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